HOW   ODD   OF   GOD
the Paris Police under another name.  	had convictions
against him dating from 1911 in Dresden, Vienna, Warsaw,
Milan, Copenhagen and Zurich; he had been expelled from
Denmark and Italy and deported from this country. Detec-
tive-Inspector Muscle described the accused as ca gang of
dangerous international criminals'. Sentence was passed.
Detective-Inspector Muscle then stated that he had just
received a telegram from the Paris police, who had identified
	 by fingerprints  as a woman named 	., who was
sentenced for theft in Paris in 1934.
These in a few weeks. The drag-net has caught a few small
fish from the shoals that are swimming about in London, Now
go through the West End, for your edification, with an open eye,
and see what you have in London. When I was there I sometimes
thought I was back in the Kurfurstendamm, the Karntnerstrasse,
the Andrassy Ut, the Wenceslas Platz. Here they were, neither
toiling nor spinning, but flashing the diamond ring on their little
fingers, occupying all the most prominent seats in the lounges of
the cheap hotels, reading the papers in half a dozen languages,
that pestiferous gang, with their well-manicured hands, their ever-
roving eyes, their oiled hair, their natty suits, their aggressive
manners, that I had seen in the main streets and cafes of half a
dozen capitals.
I first had my attention called to these things when I came back
to London after the annexation of Austria. I had not been there
for many years, save for a day or two, and now I was staggered
by the change for the worse. London seemed to have taken over
the human bad debts of half Europe. I began then closely to
study the publications on the bookstalls, the people in the cheap
but gaudy hotels, in the restaurants around Piccadilly, in the film-
theatres, in the bottle-parties, in the massage-and-manicure halls,
the newspapers, the brass plates, for the tilings I knew I should
find.
These people are the dregs of the emigration. Our police, as
far as I can judge, cannot keep them out. They come in again
and again, and when they are arrested in Whitechapel High Street
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